Ultrasonic Mammography with Circular Transducer Array
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Ultrasonic projection imaging is similar to X-ray radiography. Nowadays, ultrasonic projection methods have been developed in the set-up of multi-element flat arrays with miniature transducers, where one of the array acts as a transmitter and the other one is a receiver.

In the paper, a new method of the projection imaging using a 1024-element circular ultrasonic transducer array is presented. It allows the choice of a projection scanning plane for any angle around a studied object submerged in water. Fast acquisition of measurement data is achieved as a result of parallel switching of opposite transmitting and receiving transducers in the circular array and vertical movement of the array. The algorithm equalizing the length of measurement rays and the distances between them was elaborated for the reconstruction of projection images.

Projection research results of breast phantom obtained by means of the elaborated measurement setup and compared with mammography simulations (acquired through overlapping of X-ray tomographic images) show that ultrasonic projection method presented in this paper (so-called ultrasonic mammography) can be applied to the woman’s breast and be used as a diagnosis for an early detection of cancerous lesions. It can, most of all, be used as an alternative or complementary method to standard mammography, which is harmful because of ionizing radiation and invasive due to the mechanical compression of tissue.
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1. Introduction

Ultrasonic projection method is analogous to roentgenography (RTG imaging) (ERMERT et al., 2000; OPIELINSKI, 2012; OPIELINSKI, GUDRA, 2005; REGUEUG et al., 2006). Compared to RTG it has an essential advantage of no ionizing radiation, which means that in vivo biological structures and especially human tissues can be examined multiple times from various selected directions. In case of a source generating a plane wave (parallel beam rays), a parallel projection image will be obtained (orthogonal projection). If a source generating a spherical ultrasonic wave is used (divergent beam rays), it will be an image in central projection. It is also possible to use a cylindrical wave source for central-parallel projection (beam rays are divergent in one plane and parallel in a perpendicular plane).

The effects associated with propagation of ultrasonic waves in biological structures (scattering, diffraction, interference, refraction and reflection) cause slight deformations of the projection image, provided the local values of ultrasound velocity are not significantly diversified which is a condition that is met for most soft tissues (Duck, 1990; KAK, SLANEY, 1988). Using the projection method (transmission), it is also possible to get twice the level of amplitude of ultrasonic received pulses in comparison to echo method (OPIELIŃSKI, 2011). On the other hand projection method requires access to the studied medium from two opposite directions and uses liquid coupling (usually water).

Ultrasonic projection images of the studied medium from various directions make it possible to perform three-dimensional estimation of the type and position of heterogeneities in it. Additionally, it is possible to use projection imaging in relation to several acoustic parameters which are digitally determined on the basis of information obtained directly from ultrasonic pulses propagating through a biological structure (amplitude, runtime, mid frequency downshift, received pulse spectrum). Based on those parameters, it is possible to obtain several various ultrasonic projection
images, each of which defines slightly different structure features (OPIELinski, 2012) (e.g. distribution of mean (projected) values of attenuation coefficient and ultrasonic wave propagation velocity, derivative of attenuation coefficient in relation to frequency, nonlinear acoustic parameter $B/A$). Such complex projection characteristics can be of significant importance in the process of detecting and diagnosing cancerous lesions in soft tissue, especially in women’s breasts (Duck, 1990; Landini et al., 1985; OPIELinski, Gudra, 2013; OPIELiNski et al., 2013; Yang et al., 1991).

Ultrasonic projection imaging is qualitative, which means it is not as good as quantitative imaging using ultrasonic transmission tomography method (Duric et al., 2007; OPIELinski, 2011; OPIELinski, Gudra, 2004). However, ultrasonic projection is a more cost-effective solution. Additionally, fast acquisition of measurement data makes it possible to obtain images in pseudo-real time, with minor delay resulting from buffering (ultrasonic transmission camera (ErMert et al., 2000; OPIELinski, 2012; OPIELinski et al., 2011; Reguieg et al., 2006)).

The following paper presents an innovative method for ultrasonic projection imaging of female breast tissue, using a circular ultrasonic transducer array (Gudra, OPIELinski, 2006) and specially designed algorithms that transform measurement data associated with parallel projection rays of different length and distances between one another (chords) to data associated with rays of equal length and distance. By analogy to X-ray mammography, this method can be called ultrasonic mammography. Its significant advantages are the following: short examination time with high scanning resolution, sufficient ultrasonic wave intensity with an option but no obligation to focus the beam, no uncomfortable mechanical compression of breast, fast selection of many various projection scanning planes around the medium and the option to perform multiple in vivo examinations without exposing the patient to harmful ionizing radiation.

2. Ultrasonic projection with a circular transducer array

Mechanical movement of a pair of single-element ultrasonic probes (transmitting and receiving) makes it possible to adjust the scanning resolution and match ultrasonic transducers with the examined structure which produces images of the best quality (Fig. 1). Unfortunately, long measurement time means that this method cannot be used for in vivo examinations (OPIELinski, Gudra, 2005).

Projection visualisation of biological media in pseudo-real time (ultrasonic transmission camera) can be performed using 2-D flat ultrasonic arrays (Fig. 2). However, the design of such arrays is very complex and expensive due to small sizes of elementary transducers, the required repeatability of the parameters of the arrays, switching and the way electrodes are attached (Drinkwater, Wilcox, 2006; Eames, Hosack, 2008; Green et al., 1974; Karaman et al., 2009; Kim, Song, 2006; OPIELinski et al., 2010a; OPIELiNski et al., 2010b; Wygant et al., 2006).

In order to increase scanning resolution, the sizes of array transducers and the distances between them should be as small as possible. This results in decreasing the intensity of the ultrasonic wave generated in the studied medium and makes it necessary to use two-dimensional phase focusing, synthetic apertures or mechanical lenses (Brettel et al., 1981; Chiao, Thomas, 1996; Granz, Oppelt, 1987; Hoctor, Kassam, 1990; Johnson et al., 2005). Various specialists have been developing such cameras for...
a long time in several well known scientific centres around the world (BRETTEL et al., 1981; ERMERT et al., 2000; GRANZ, OPPELT, 1987; GREEN et al., 1974; REGUIEG et al., 2006). One of such cameras is also being worked on by the authors of this paper in the Ultrasonic Technology Laboratory of the Department of Electronics in Wroclaw University of Technology (OPIELINSKI, 2012; OPIELINSKI, GUDRA, 2010; 2013; OPIELINSKI et al., 2011).

This work presents the innovative method of ultrasonic projection imaging using a circular ultrasonic transducer array (GUDRA, OPIELINSKI, 2006) intended for in vivo visualisation of the internal structure of women’s breast tissue (Fig. 3).

This method is a compromise between cost effective, precise, universal but time consuming projection by means of mechanically moved pair of single-element probes, and an expensive, more complex and less precise but fast ultrasonic transmission camera with electronic switching of elementary transducers in flat two-dimensional arrays.

Initial ultrasonic projection imaging examinations using a 1024-element circular ultrasonic transducer array were performed on the measurement stand for ultrasonic transmission tomography (OPIELINski et al., 2013) by selecting parallel projections (for the chosen projection planes) from a three-dimensional set of tomographic data in divergent beam geometry (acquired during measurements of biopsy CIRS Model 052A breast phantom), and by appropriate data transformation. As a part of this study a measurement set-up with a circular ultrasonic transducer array was modified to achieve faster object scanning using parallel ultrasonic projection (Fig. 3). Data acquisition on
the measurement stand is realised in parallel-ray geometry (KAK, SLANEY, 1988). For the selected projection (scanning) plane suitable pairs of elementary transducers in the array ring are switched in parallel in a transmission-reception sequence for every position of the vertically moved (mechanically) ring (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Example-projection scanning sequence for transmitting and receiving ultrasonic transducers of a 48-element circular array (the first transmitting transducer in the sequence – no. 43, the last transmitting transducer in the sequence – no. 7).

The scanning planes are selected by defining the first and last transmitting transducers in scanning sequences with an odd number. The middle transducer of such a sequence determines the diameter of the array and the direction of projection (Fig. 4). Transmitting-receiving transducers of a circular array (width 0.5 mm, height 18 mm, distance between edges 0.2 mm, operating frequency \( \sim 2 \text{ MHz} \), wave length in soft tissue \( \lambda = 0.77 \text{ mm} \), internal diameter of the array 260 mm) are activated during transmission from a generator by several cycles of rectangular pulses via a voltage amplifier system and a closed electronic switch. The signals passing through the studied biological medium are received by means of a closed electronic switch and a low noise amplifier. The received signals are recorded on a computer hard drive (using a computer card for acquisition of signals with sampling frequency of 30 MHz) which, by means of suitable software with measurement algorithms for acoustic parameters of ultrasonic pulses, are used to directly determine 3 projection signal parameters: amplitude \( A_{Ln} \), runtime \( t_{Ln} \) and frequency \( f_{Ln} \). The method of associating those parameters with projections of distributions of local acoustic parameter values – attenuation coefficient, propagation velocity of ultrasonic wave and derivative of attenuation in relation to frequency in the examined section plane of the biological medium respectively, was defined using the following formulas (Fig. 5):

\[
A_{Ln} = \frac{A_0}{\int_{L_n} e^{\int_{\alpha(x,y,f_o,T_o)}} \left( \frac{A_{Ln(i)}(x,y,f_o,T_o)}{A_{Ln(i+1)}} \right) \, dl_n}.
\]

(1)

\[
t_{Ln} = \int_{L_n} dt_{Ln} = \int_{L_n} \frac{dl_{Ln}}{dt} \, dl_n = \int_{L_n} \frac{1}{c(x,y,T_o)} \, dl_n,
\]

(2)

\[
f_{Ln} = f_o - 2\sigma^2 \int_{L_n} \alpha(x,y,f_o,T_o) \, dl_n,
\]

(3)

where \( L_n \) – array ring chord connecting the transmitting and receiving transducer pair, \( n \) – chord number, \( dl_n \) – infinitely short sections of fractional paths of a wave along the chord \( L_n \), \( dt_{Ln} \) – infinitely short times of wave passage along the chord \( L_n \), \( \alpha(x,y,f_o,T_o) \) –

Fig. 5. Representation of ultrasonic projection along parallel chords of a two-dimensional function of acoustic parameter distribution determined on a circular plane.
local value of ultrasonic wave attenuation coefficient on a plane (for \( z = z_o \)) in a point represented by coordinates \((x,y)\) for a set temperature \( T_o\) and frequency \( f_o\), \( c(x,y,T_o)\) – local value of propagation velocity of ultrasonic wave on a plane (for \( z = z_o \)) in a point represented by coordinates \((x,y)\) for a set temperature \( T_o\), \( \alpha_o(x,y,T_o) = \partial \alpha(x,y,f_o,T_o)/\partial f \) – local value of derivative of ultrasonic wave attenuation coefficient in relation to frequency on a plane (for \( z = z_o \)) in a point represented by coordinates \((x,y)\) for a set temperature \( T_o\), the measurement data do not directly represent parallel projection. It is necessary of the circular array, the measurement data do not propagate along paths \( L_n \) where (9), (10)).

Since the scanning was performed inside the ring of the transmitting transducer in water), \( A(l_n(i)) \) and \( A(l_n(i+1)) \) – amplitudes of ultrasonic pulse after it propagates along paths \( l_n(i) \) and \( l_n(i+1) \) on chord \( L_n \), where \((l_n(i+1) - l_n(i)) = dl_n\), \( \sigma^2 \) – variance of ultrasonic pulse power in distilled water.

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of equalising lengths (a) and distances (b) of measurement rays associated with specific projection data.

In order to equalise the length of measurement rays from the value of chord \( L_o \) to the value of inside diameter \( 2R_o \) on the array ring, the following transformations of direct projection values of signal parameters were used:

\[
A_{2R_o}(L_n) = A_{L_o} \cdot e^{(L_o - 2R_o) / \sigma_w}, \tag{4}
\]

\[
t_{2R_o}(L_n) = t_{L_o} + t_w(2R_o - L_o) = t_{L_o} + \left( \frac{2R_o - L_o}{c_w} \right), \tag{5}
\]

\[
f_{2R_o}(L_n) = f_o - f_w(L_o) + f_{L_o} - (f_o - f_w(L_o)) \cdot \frac{2R_o}{L_o}, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \alpha_w \) – value of ultrasonic wave attenuation coefficient in distilled water in the measurement conditions, \( c_w \) – value of propagation velocity of ultrasonic wave in distilled water in the measurement conditions, \( f_w(L_o) \) – centre frequency of the ultrasonic wave after it propagated through distilled water along chord \( L_o \). The length of individual chords is determined using the following formula:

\[
L_n = 2R_o \cdot \sin \left( \frac{n_T - n_R \cdot \pi}{N_{ta}} \right), \tag{7}
\]

where \( N_{ta} \) – the number of transducers in the circular array, \( n_T = 1, 2, ..., N_{ta} \) – the number of transmitting transducer, \( n_R = 1, 2, ..., N_{ta} \) – the number of receiving transducer which is appropriately paired with the transmitting one (Fig. 4). It is also possible to indirectly equalise the measurement rays by transforming projection values of acoustic parameters:

\[
\alpha_{p2R_o}(L_n) = \frac{1}{L_n} \ln \left( \frac{A_w(L_o)}{A_{L_o}} \right) + \alpha_w, \tag{8}
\]

\[
c_{p2R_o}(L_n) = \left( \frac{2R_o \cdot c_w}{t_{L_o} \cdot c_w - L_o + 2R_o} \right), \tag{9}
\]

\[
\alpha_{c_{p2R_o}}(L_n) = \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \left( \frac{f_o - f_w(L_o)}{L_o} + \frac{f_w(L_o) - f_{L_o}}{2R_o} \right), \tag{10}
\]

where \( A_w(L_o) \) is the amplitude of ultrasonic wave pulse after it propagated through distilled water along chord \( L_o \). As a result ultrasonic projection images can be presented in two ways: as pixels representing direct projection values of signal parameters ((4), (5), (6)) or indirect projection values of acoustic parameters ((8), (9), (10)).

In order to equalise the distances between the measurement rays, a fixed scanning step \( \Delta s \) (Fig. 6b) was used as the shortest distance between outermost measurement chords (Fig. 7a):

\[
\Delta s = L_{n_{max}} \cdot \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{N_{ta}} \right), \tag{11}
\]

where \( L_{n_{max}} \) is the length of the outermost measurement chord. Projection values, that had been previ-
The designed research stand (Fig. 3) was utilized to perform ultrasonic projection measurements of three-dimensional women’s breast phantoms used for ultrasonography assisted biopsy training. The reconstructed images showing parallel projection of three different acoustic parameters in the objects’ structure: propagation velocity $c_p(x, z)$, attenuation $\alpha_p(x, z)$ and derivative of ultrasonic wave attenuation in relation to frequency $\frac{\partial \alpha_p(x, z)}{\partial f}$, were obtained on the basis of a set of registered received pulses with resolution of $\Delta x = \Delta s \approx 0.7$ mm (after transformation), $\Delta z = 1$ mm. The measurements were performed for 257 chords and a 79 mm vertical section range. Figure 8 (in rainbow colours) and Fig. 9 (in greyscale) present a set of projection images of those 3 parameters for one of the studied objects in a selected pro-

3. Measurements

Fig. 7. The method of equalising distances between measurement rays associated with appropriate projection data: a) determining the scanning step, b) the shift of measurement rays with interpolation of projection values.

In order to allow for non-parallelism of surfaces for transmitting and receiving transducer pairs located on the chords of the array around its diameter, it is necessary to do one line of reference measurements in distilled water without the studied object for each selected scanning plane. In the designed measurement set-up such lines can be quickly registered, before submerging the object, for all 1024 planes of scanning around the object with an angular step of $\sim 0.351^\circ$. Additionally, amplitudes, times and frequencies of the pulses registered in water for the reference line make it possible to correct measurements in relation to differences in parameters of elementary piezoelectric transducers of the circular array and minor deviations in their correct positioning on the inner circle of the array’s ring.

Fig. 8. Ultrasonic projection images of the studied biopsy CIRS Model 052A breast phantom (rainbow colours, contrast 50%, brightness 50%) submerged in water, determined on the basis of the measurements of: a) ultrasonic wave pulse runtime – ultrasound velocity image, b) amplitude of the ultrasonic wave pulse after it passed through – ultrasound attenuation image, c) downshift of the mid frequency of ultrasonic wave pulse after it passed through – image of derivative of ultrasound attenuation in relation to frequency.
Fig. 9. Ultrasonic projection images of the studied biopsy CIRS Model 052A breast phantom submerged in water, determined on the basis of the measurements of: a) ultrasonic wave pulse runtime – ultrasound velocity image (greyscale, contrast 70%, brightness 40%), b) amplitude of the ultrasonic wave pulse after it passed through – ultrasound attenuation image (greyscale, contrast 80%, brightness 60%), c) downshift of the mid frequency of ultrasonic wave pulse after it passed through – image of derivative of ultrasound attenuation in relation to frequency (greyscale, contrast 70%, brightness 40%).

projection plane (along the longest side) – a CIRS Model 052A breast phantom submerged in a tank with distilled water (used as a coupling medium).

The phantom was placed on a stand in a way that simulates supine body position (the base was perpendicular to the surface of the transducers). According to manufacturer’s specifications, the studied phantom has 6 amorphous (not spherical in shape) 8–15 mm green inclusions that imitate cysts and 6 amorphous 6–12 mm black inclusions that imitate hard lumps. The position of the inclusions in the phantom is random. One of the advantages of the phantom, in relation to its use for ultrasonic transmission studies in water, is its smooth surface which minimizes attenuation of oblique incident ultrasonic wave.

Negative values of pixels in projection images of attenuation and derivative of attenuation in relation to frequency result from the errors in measurements of pulse amplitude and spectrum after it passes near the edges of the structures, where signal loss and dropout often occurs due to diffraction and refraction.

In order to obtain reference 3-D structure of the studied CIRS Model 052A phantom, it was measured by means of the standard computerized tomography method (CT) using X-rays with resolution of \( \Delta x = \Delta y = 0.52 \text{ mm}, \Delta z = 0.63 \text{ mm} \). During measurements the phantom was positioned in a way that simulates standing body position (the base was parallel to the gantry). From the layered images in coronal planes that were obtained using multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) it was possible to acquire images in sagittal planes. Based on them, the shapes of all the separate heterogeneities in the phantom’s structure were rendered in Fig. 10, by means of placing them over one another in the order in which they appear in the images from front to back sections.

Fig. 10. Shapes of all the separate heterogeneities in the structure of the examined CIRS Model 052A breast phantom, rendered from CT images in sagittal projection.

Inclusions characterised by lower X-ray attenuation in comparison to phantom gel (cysts) are marked with dark grey, while those characterised by higher attenuation (lumps) are marked with light grey. It was also discovered that the structure of the phantom had air pockets (marked with black). Additionally, in order to simulate mammographic images of the phantom’s structure without mechanical compression, Fig. 11 presents overlapping CT images (from back to front sections and the other way round) with 90% transparency and enhanced contrast, reconstructed in particular sagittal sections. As a result, overlapping heterogeneities in sagittal projection are visible with various transparency level, depending on the order in which the images were stacked. It is important to note that the CT method is not used in medical diagnostics for women’s breast examination because of radiation beam rigidity (usually 120 keV), which in turn results in too low differences in radiation attenuation in tissues. For the same reason the CT images of the CIRS Model 059 breast phantom structure reconstructed from direct measurements using energy of 80 keV or 140 keV did not allow recognition of heterogeneous areas. Inclusions in the phantom gel were only visualised on secondary reconstructions of images of dual-energy CT examination (WANG, PELC, 2011).
significant diversification of values of attenuation coefficient as it is usually characterised by sign
of projection images of velocity and ultrasound attenuation changes (Fig. 8b, Fig. 9b). It is a good complement to co
efficient indirectly visualises continuous and stepped changes in the size of inclusions.

fuzzy edges which may result in errors in evaluation of the size of inclusions in the structure of the soft gel resulting
in a projection (Fig. 9b). The image shows air pockets as light pixels. This is similar to the appearance of errors resulting from projection measurements on the phantom edges. Projection values of ultrasound attenuation coefficient are distorted as a result of weakening of the transmitted signal caused by beam divergence, propagation through layered structures, multiple reflections and existence of air bubbles.

Projection image of distribution of derivative of the ultrasound attenuation coefficient in relation to frequency (Fig. 8c, Fig. 9c) is better for visualising edges than continuous changes. However, the derivative values are distorted because received pulses are overlapped by side and multiple reflections and interference, and as a result of assuming linear changes of ultrasound attenuation with frequency. This image, however, allows the size of heterogeneous areas to be estimated in a more effective way, than projection image of ultrasound velocity (compare Fig. 8a with Fig. 8c and Fig. 9a with Fig. 9c).

Projection images (especially of the contrast type – Fig. 9) clearly show vertical bands caused by stepped diversification of projection values for successive parallel measurement rays (transmitter-receiver pairs) which results from errors introduced during transformation related to equalising lengths and mutual distances between those rays.

The quality of projection images obtained using circular ultrasonic transducer array can be further enhanced by improving the construction of the array in terms of ring production precision, positioning of elementary transducers and by aligning their parameters through better selection. Additionally, it is possible to improve the precision of measurements and calculations of projection values and design smart algorithms for elimination of characteristic interference from projection images when processing data and images.

4. Image analysis

When doing comparative analysis of ultrasonic and X-ray images it is necessary to consider the movement of inclusions in the structure of the soft gel resulting from uneven phantom deformation during projection tests in supine (Fig. 8, Fig. 9) and standing body position (Fig. 10, Fig. 11). Deformation of the phantom is also caused by buoyancy force in water.

Projection image of ultrasound velocity distribution (Fig. 8a, Fig. 9a) predominantly makes it possible to detect in the background heterogeneous areas of the velocity values which are lower than the surrounding (cysts) by as little as a single [m/s]. Since the projection method is used for imaging (signal parameter values in projections increase/decrease with larger object size along the wave beam propagation path), heterogeneities for which the velocity values are slightly higher than the surrounding (compact lumps) are much more difficult to observe. One of the disadvantages of this imaging solution is that it produces fuzzy edges which may result in errors in evaluation of the size of inclusions.

Projection image of the distribution of attenuation coefficient indirectly visualises continuous and stepped changes (Fig. 8b, Fig. 9b). It is a good complement of projection images of velocity and ultrasound attenuation derivative as it is usually characterised by significant diversification of values of attenuation coefficient in inclusions, in comparison to the background. Looking at the image, it is possible (especially with increased contrast) to identify heterogeneities overlapping in a projection (Fig. 9b). The image shows air pockets as light pixels. This is similar to the appearance of errors resulting from projection measurements on the phantom edges. Projection values of ultrasound attenuation coefficient are distorted as a result of weakening of the transmitted signal caused by beam divergence, propagation through layered structures, multiple reflections and existence of air bubbles.

Projection image of distribution of derivative of the ultrasound attenuation coefficient in relation to frequency (Fig. 8c, Fig. 9c) is better for visualising edges than continuous changes. However, the derivative values are distorted because received pulses are overlapped by side and multiple reflections and interference, and as a result of assuming linear changes of ultrasound attenuation with frequency. This image, however, allows the size of heterogeneous areas to be estimated in a more effective way, than projection image of ultrasound velocity (compare Fig. 8a with Fig. 8c and Fig. 9a with Fig. 9c).

Projection images (especially of the contrast type – Fig. 9) clearly show vertical bands caused by stepped diversification of projection values for successive parallel measurement rays (transmitter-receiver pairs) which results from errors introduced during transformation related to equalising lengths and mutual distances between those rays.

The quality of projection images obtained using circular ultrasonic transducer array can be further enhanced by improving the construction of the array in terms of ring production precision, positioning of elementary transducers and by aligning their parameters through better selection. Additionally, it is possible to improve the precision of measurements and calculations of projection values and design smart algorithms for elimination of characteristic interference from projection images when processing data and images.

5. Conclusions

An analysis of the obtained results shows that the three visualised distributions of the projection values of acoustic parameters of biological media structure: ultrasound velocity \( c_p(x, z) \), ultrasound attenuation coefficient \( \alpha_p(x, z) \) and derivative of the ultrasound attenuation coefficient in relation to frequency \( \partial \alpha_p(x, z) / \partial f \), are good complementary to one another (compare Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 with Fig. 10 and Fig. 11).

A 1024-element circular ultrasonic transducer array produces scanning resolution of about 0.7 mm. Measurements are fast, because transmitting and receiving transducers are electronically switched, and the array is mechanically moved only vertically. This solution minimises production costs of the array and electronic
components and guarantees sufficient ultrasonic wave intensity thanks to the option of adjusting the active surface of the elementary transducers by increasing their height. Additionally, same as in ultrasonographic transducer arrays (USG probes), it is possible to use horizontal phase focusing. In this case, however, it is necessary to analyse the effect of nonlinear phenomena (Wójcik, 2004) have on introduction of artefacts in projection images. Reducing the beam’s vertical width can be realised in a similar way as in USG probes, using specially shaped lens on the transducer ring or with an aperture 1.5-D or 1.75-D (Wildes et al., 1997).

Ultrasonic projection imaging method that utilizes a circular ultrasonic transducer array can be applied in medicine for diagnostic examination of women’s breast as so-called ultrasonic mammography. However, in comparison to X-ray mammography, it eliminates the need to expose patients to the harmful ionizing radiation.
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